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Impress your customers with FG Connects Live, showcasing the Fantom-G's new tones, 
Favorites function, and ARX-series expansion cards. The Favorites are pre-
programmed with dynamic new sounds that are designed for performance. Each pad is 
configured with expressive "motion" sounds and rhythm patterns. Not only can you use 
these tones as-is for live performance or songwriting, you can also inject a variety of 
colorful tonal expressions such as filter control and panning in real time.
In this manual, we would like to provide examples for describing and demonstrating 
these features effectively to your customers.
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- FG Connects Live features-
     FG Connects Live provides new tones that were specifically designed for live performance. 
It also features demo songs for demonstrating the new tones as well as the Fantom-G's 
functions. This will be an effective tool for interacting with your customers.
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     The included audio demos demonstrate the ARX series, so you can interact with 
your customers even if you're working with a Fantom-G without an ARX expansion 
board.
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     The Favorites bank has been loaded with a broad range of tones that were specifically 
designed for live performance. The pads have been configured with expressive 
"motion" sounds and rhythms that come to life with a single key press.
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〈For sales reps〉
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Demo the sound to your customer.
You can play a phrase made up of rhythm, bass and an arpeggio by just pressing the key below C4 with 
one finger.

Mute the rhythm.
Press [PAD 1]. 
[PAD 1] is used to mute parts. Press this pad to mute the rhythm pattern and the arpeggio, and play just 
the bass part.

Toggle rhythm on and off.
Press [PAD 16] to cancel the mute.
Press [PAD 1] and [PAD 16] to toggle rhythm on and off as you play.

Add cutoff effects to the bass part.
Press [PAD 11] while the rhythm and bass are playing.
[PAD 1] is configured with a cutoff that changes cyclically, which automatically changes the cutoff of the 
bass sound.
*After you have completed the demo, press [PAD 11] to cancel cutoff. Depending on when you press the pad, the sound could be very dark 
(muffled) and difficult to hear. If this happens, press [PAD 8] to reset cutoff.

Add Auto Panning effects.
Press [PAD 10] while the rhythm and bass are playing. This will pan the bass cyclically.
*Press [PAD 5] to reset Panning.

Add a right-hand part to your performance.
As you play the pad sound with your left hand, you can add a synth lead with your right. Impress your 
customers with Fantom-G's diverse functionality.
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Hot pick sound #1  "Accid kit" [Favorite BANK 03] [F1] 

An acid electro sound with a split-keyboard configuration.

Maximizing the effectiveness of your demos:
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Demo the sound to your customer.
With just one finger on the lower register of the keyboard, you can play a phrase made up of rhythm, 
bass, and an arpeggio.

Play the rhythm pattern.
[PAD 1 thru 4] are preconfigured with rhythm patterns. Press any of these pads to play the pattern 
that you like.

Play arpeggio with your left hand.
The key here is to hit the lower-register keys in time with the rhythm pattern.

Add cutoff effects to the bass part.
Press [PAD 5/6].
[PAD 5/6] are configured with a cutoff that changes cyclically, which automatically changes the cutoff 
of the bass sound.
*Press the same pad again to stop cutoff. Depending on when you press the pad, the sound could be very dark (muffled) and difficult to hear. 
If this happens, press [PAD 8] to reset cutoff.

Add an Auto Panning effect.
Press [PAD 9/10].
[PAD 9/10] are preconfigured with Panning effects that change cyclically. Press the same pad again to 
cancel Auto Panning.
*Press [PAD 10] to reset Panning.

Add a gated effect to the bass line.
Press [PAD 14].
[PAD 14] is preconfigured with a Gate effect. You can change the sound effectively by pressing the pad 
on beat one of the measure.
*Press [PAD 16] to reset the Gate.

Add a right-hand part to your performance.
As you play the pad sound with your left hand, you can add a synth lead with your right. Impress your 
customers with Fantom-G's diverse functionality. Simply playing rhythmically an octave above the bass 
will be effective too.
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Hot pick sound #2   "Electro Kit" Favorite [BANK 03] [F6] 

A split-keyboard sound with a bass arpeggio.

Maximizing the effectiveness of your demos:
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POINT
Most sounds that feature arpeggio patterns are laid out on pads in a similar fashion, so be sure to use these in your demos as well.
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Demo the sound to your customer.
Impress your customer with this fat and dense tone with playing any chords.

Add cutoff effects.
[PAD 1/2/5/6] are preconfigured with cyclical cutoff changes that change your sound.
Also show your customer how you can change the cutoff by pressing the pad while you play a chord.
*Press the same pad to stop the cutoff. Depending on when you press the pad, the sound could be very dark (muffled) and difficult to hear. 
If this happens, press [PAD 8] to reset cutoff.

Add gated effects for a sliced sound.
[PAD 9/10/13/14] are preconfigured with a variety of Gate effects for creating impressive sliced sounds.
This will show your customers how they can deliver a wide range of performances using just one type 
of sound.
*You can reset the Gate by pressing [PAD 16]. 
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Hot pick sound #3   "Club Massive 2" Favorite [BANK 05] [F1] 

A SUPER SAW sound with changable tone via the pads.

Maximizing the effectiveness of your demos:
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Mute some of the parts.
Press [PAD 5 thru 8] to mute some of the layers.

Play a single note phrase using this setting.
You will hear a string tone with great attack.
(Strings with longer release time have been muted with the Part Mute function above.)

Cancel mute and play a chord.
Press [PAD 5 through 8] to cancel the mute and play a chord. Now you have string tones with longer 
release times, creating a fat and dense string sound that also has good attack.
As you can see, with Live Set, you can impress your customers with a variety of performances from a 
single sound.
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Hot pick sound #4   "Live Str Atk" Favorite [BANK 10] [F1] 

A realistic and dense string sound made up of eight layers.

Maximizing the effectiveness of your demos:
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POINT  
FG Connects Live comes with songs that are ideal for introducing the new Live Set feature. 
These songs will give your customers an experience of ARX sounds even if the unit is not equipped with an ARX expansion 
board, as well as songs that let you perform effective demos of the Skip Back Sampling feature.
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Select Favorite [BANK01] [F1] "Live Demo".

Press the [LIVE] button to access the [LIVE MODE] screen.

Press the [PLAY] button to start the song.
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The new Live Set sounds
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POINT  
What is Skip Back Sampling?
This innovative function lets you "go back in time" and re-play your previous performances.
If you've ever said to yourself, "That was a great phrase" or "What did I just play?" then you know how great it would be if 
you could re-capture these moments of inspiration. 
With Skip Back Sampling, you can go back and listen to what you played.

The demo songs come with voice-over audio and MIDI phrases for demonstrating Live Set to your
customers.
All you have to do is play the song and Fantom-G will automatically demo the Live Set sounds.

Select Favorite [BANK01] [F4] "ARX-1 Demo".

Press the [PLAY] button to start the song.

Demonstrating ARX sounds
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These songs are comprised of audio files that were created using ARX sounds, and allow customers 
to experience these ultra-realistic sounds.

Select Favorite [BANK 12] [F1] "Skip-Back".

Press the [PLAY] button to start playback.

After the song finishes playing, press the Skip Back Sampling button. 
      The screen will show the captured audio sample.

Skip Back Sampling
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POINT
[BANK01] [F4] and [F5] contain audio files made from the ARX-02 and ARX-03 expansion boards, respectively.
Select sounds that match your customer's preferences or applications in your demos.


